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Under Advanced Ocean State Forecast activity at MOGI 
SAC, a comprehensive multi-model ensemble called 
TOAST comprising an ocean general circulation model, 
a coastal surge and tide prediction model coupled with 
a suitable cyclone prediction model is being tested. 
The model is designed specifically to simulate and pre
dict ocean disasters like storm surge, etc. The model has 
flexible grids structure and apart from calculation of 
the surge height, it also provides the area of intense 
inundation in the coastal region. The ocean general cir
culation component of TOAST has a very clear separa
tion of the barotropic and baroclinic modes of energy 
propagation. Due to this separation, it is possible to 
configure the model to retain very fast gravity waves, 
which are generally filtered away in studies connected 
with OGCM, and hence indicating a possibility to simu
late tsunami. The 26 December 2004 Indian Ocean tsu
nami has been used as the case study to see the whole 
life cycle from generation to runaway using this model. 
The earthquake data has been converted into the model
required parameters using an elastic plate movement 
model employed for most of the earthquake studies. We 
have assumed the quake intensity at Richter scale 9.0 
occurring at 0056 UTC and compared the simulation with 
Jason altimeter pass in the central Bay of Bengal at 
0256 UTC. The results are very encouraging. The model 
simulations, even with the complication of a normal 
general circulation model, take about 180 min CPU time 
on a 4-CPU Itenium-2 machine at 9 km resolution, and 
therefore, has the potential of an operational mode sys
tem using faster computer systems. 

THE recent tsunami of 26 December 2004 which affected 
large parts of East Coast and Andaman and Nicobar Islands 
is unique in terms of its rarity and severity, One of the key 
elements of managing such a disaster is the forewarning and 
likely impact in terms of coastal surge and inundation, This 
calls for working with appropriate ocean models coupled 
to the initial impact of the ocean bottom seismic event 
Currently, we are working on a comprehensive model to 
simulate and predict such oceanographic disasters, The 
system is based on a multi-model ensemble, namely modules 
related to tidal movements, ocean circulation, ocean wave 
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propagation and atmospheric predictions of ocean-air interac
tions. The surge buildup in the coastal regions is the final out
come of the whole exercise. Tidal Ocean Atmosphere Surge 
and Tsunami simulations (TOAST) model (Figure I), is 
currently under extensive testing. It was used to simulate 
the recent tsunami event with reasonable success. The tsu
nami models existing elsewhere essentially contain shallow 
water equations with explicit bathymetry and wave prop
erties woven into them. It is not known if the usual ocean 
general circulation models can be used to simulate such 
fast gravity waves, because, generally, the fast gravity waves 
are dampened in the ocean circulation variability studies. 

A tsunami is essentially a sea wave (specifically a fast 
moving gravity wave) of local or distant origin that can be 
generated when a very large amount of kinetic energy is 
transmitted to the ocean water. Such an energy transmission 
can occur when an earthquake or volcanic eruption ruptures 
oceanic lithosphere or when a huge landslide or a meteor
ite deposits large material abruptly into the ocean bed. All 
earthquakes will not produce tsunamis. When the opposite 
sides of a fault are inclined and have a vertical component 
of motion (dip-slip faulting), then due to an earthquake 
there is likelihood of displacement of very large amount 
of overlying ocean water and therefore, a greater possibility 
for generation of a strong tsunamis. The formation of the 
devastating Indian Ocean tsunami by the Sumatra earth
quake on 26 December 2004 is one such case and is the 
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Figure 1. TOAST model for simulation and prediction of oceano
graphic disasters, e.g. storm surges, tsunami, large ocean swells, etc. 
The model uses satellite estimates of bathymetry and is run at the low
est grid resolution of 5' (i.e. 8.8 km) at present. 
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object of study in this paper. Plenty of tsunami simula
tions and results are available on internet, based on sev
eral tsunami-specific models. Our aim here is to see if a 
multi-purpose ocean general circulation model with its 
typical dynamics and thermodynamics can pick up this 
signal and also if there is any thermodynamic structure 
associated with a tsunami (in which case data from satellites 
like INSAT will come handy). The results of the simula
tions are compared with measurements made by JASON
altimeter and some tide gauges on the coast of India. 

The ocean disaster simulation model 

The ocean disaster simulation model, TOAST, is a compo
sition of two-way interacting modules comprising an ocean 
general circulation model, an atmospheric model, a storm 
surge model and ocean wave model. It uses explicit bathy
metry, which is presently based on 2' calculations (corre
sponding to approximately 4.5 km horizontal resolution) 
based on TOPEX altimeter data combined with earth obser
vation data from other satellites I. The ocean general cir
culation model component is a variant of NOAA/GFDL 
developed2 MOM3, which has been specifically adopted 
for the Indian Ocean region including a variable grid con
figuration and a variety of boundary conditions in all direc
tions. The model has a suitable coupling with a meso-scale 
atmospheric model and wave model. The ocean circulation 
module in TOAST is essentially a z-coordinate thermo
dynamic model and has presence of sub-grid scale processes 
and an explicit ocean-free surface. The dynamics of this 
module has an explicit separation into barotropic and baro
clinic modes of energy propagation. It is the free surface 
and barotropic mode of energy transport, which has been 
exploited to simulate the tsunami in the Indian Ocean. 
The model has been run in full configuration to see if the 
thermodynamic contrasts are also visible during the propa
gation of the tsunami. The ocean model equations are usual 
Navier-Stokes equations with continuity forced through 
conservation of volume of water and using Boussinesq 
approximation for density of water (i.e. density is constant 
throughout the layer except whenever it occurs in combi
nation with gravitational acceleration). 

Model set up for tsunami simulation 

The evolution of ocean-free surface (represented by T\) 
arises mainly due to changes in steric height due to impact of 
ocean dynamics and thermodynamics and is estimated in 
terms of the time tendency term, i1rJ/dt = T\,. The evolution of 
kinetic energy, in terms ofKE density, e, can be written as: 

de/dt = e, = -V'.[(e + p)u] - ffipg + F, (1) 

where p is the pressure at the ocean surface, u the depth 
average velocity, ffi the depth average vertical velocity and 
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F the external forcing terms. The integration over a vertical 
column leads to: 

fdze, = -e(T\)T\, + d,fdze 
= e(T\)Qw + p(T\)(Qw -T\,) - V'dfdzuh(P + e)] 
+ fdz[-ffip g + F], (2) 

where the integral over dz implies range from -H to T\, and 
H = H('A, <p) is the bathymetry of the region. 

If volume integration is affected on the KE density, 
then the five terms on the right hand side of eq. (2) will have 
the following interpretation: 

1. The first term involving Qw represents power contributed 
by the fresh-water flux (both river runoff and the rain
fall) at the free surface. 

2. The second term involving p(T\) represents work done by 
the surface pressure as it acts on the vertically integrated 
flow. 

3. The third term involving V'h.Uh(P + e) represents the 
convergence of advective fluxes across the lateral bounda
ries of the vertical column. 

4. The fourth term involving, ffipg is the work done against 
the buoyancy forces. 

5. The fifth term involves external forcing, F, which can be 
re-written as: 

fdQfdzF= Po fdQ fdz [Uh.r + l(m(Uh)z.(Uh)z] 
+ fdQ'Cw inds.(uh)Fll . (3) 

The first term in eq. (3) is internal dissipation; the second 
refers to work done by wind stress at the ocean surface. 
To simulate a tsunami, we have added an additional kinetic 
energy release term in terms of pressure stress caused at 
the ocean bottom due to earthquake: 

The minus sign is due to the direction of z-axis chosen to be 
in the vertical direction. 

This additional KE release at the bottom will change the 
overall balance of column-integrated kinetic energy of the 
system and is not expected to contribute significantly to the 
horizontal flow at the model layers. This is the primary 
reason that all tsunami simulation models use depth inte
grated shallow water equations. In this study, we have deli
berately divided the ocean column into eight layers in the 
vertical to investigate, if there is any systematic change in 
the energy distribution of baroclinic component through the 
interaction of the barotropic and baroclinic waves produced 
in the deeper layers. 

The model configuration has been chosen as follows: 

Horizontal resolution 5' x 5' (i.e. 8.8 km x 8.8 km), eight 
vertical layers unevenly spread (and the last layer having 
the explicit local bathymetry). The model has provisions 
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to induct other bathymetric information likely to be avail
able, say from RISAT-SAR. 

Since the kinetic energy release is very abrupt, we have 
not included the impact of wind changes over the model 
domain (and over the total integration period of 12 h). 

The earthquake kinetic energy is added to the model over 
a larger spread of time than the actual impulse, so as to 
keep the model from blowing up. The time of integra
tion is treated as the building up of the tsunami initial 
state. The model was spun up for a period of ten years 
from 1993 to 2004 and the ocean state for December was 
used to initialize the model for this experiment. The sea 
level anomaly was computed with respect to ten years 
model climatology. It helps in comparison with alti
meter data, which will also have the normal seasonal 
variation of sea level data. 

The model requires the following information with respect 
to the earthquake: (i) The pressure difference across the 
fault undergoing deformation; (ii) The area of deforma
tion; (iii) The slip-dip estimate of the ocean sea floor; (iv) 
The time distribution of pressure (or kinetic energy re
lease ). 

Geological data about the Sumatra earthquake 

The earthquake of magnitude 9 on the Richter scale occurred 
off the west coast of Northern Sumatra, approximately 250 km 
SSE of Banda Aceh, Sumatra, Indonesia on 26 December 
2004 at 0058 : 53 UTe. The epicentre was located at lon
gitude 95.854° and latitude 3.316° on the interface of the 
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India and Burma plates at a depth of about 13 km. The fault
ing mechanism of the plates is generally understood to be 
predominantly a thrust area with a vertical slip. There has 
been no measurement of the sea bottom level pressure 
around the area during the earthquake and so only indi
rect estimates of kinetic energy released to the ocean water 
(having a general depth of about 1.5-2 km in the region, 
Figure 2) can be made. The TOAST model was run using 
the following assumptions for kinetic energy calculations 
at the ocean bottom: 

1. The dip-slip movement, which would have raised an 
effective potential energy due to uplifting of the water 
column, is entirely converted into kinetic energy and 
this dissipated in the ocean water. 

2. An initial estimate of the size of the rupture that 
caused the earthquake (figured by the length of the after
shock zone, i.e. the following earthquake of M7.5 at Car 
Nicobar) could be 800-1300 km parallel to the Sunda 
trench. 

3. The aftershocks data (post facto) provided by the USGS3 

would suggest that the width of the rupture is around 
100 km. 

Elastic plate calculations suggest that the dip-slip is around 
2-4 m at slip angle 45 degree4 and half life of energy re
lease is 95 s. The tectonic structure would suggest a dip in 
the Indian plate (west of the fault zone) and a rise in the 
Burma plate (to the east of the fault zone). We have assu
med the kinetic energy has been released uniformly all 
along the length ofthe rupture. 

Figure 2. Bathymetry and epicentre of the 26 December 2004 earthquake near Sumatra at 0058: 53 UTC. Solid line shows dip zone and dotted 
line shows rise in the ocean bottom floor. (www:llbaird.com/bairdlen_htmllindin_ocean/images/map_of_country.jpg). 
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Results 

The KE impulse was distributed over a model time step of 
120 s and the first simulation of the ocean state, sea surface 
height anomaly (SSHA), horizontal and vertical velocities 
in the ocean water, based on December climatic runs has 
been calculated using the TOAST model. This immediate 
to tsunami ocean state has been termed the tsunami initial 
state run. Once it is formed, the tsunami runaway was tracked 
by model dynamics. We have carried out the simulations in 
two steps. In the first step, the simulation results for 12 h 
duration immediately after tsunami generation are created 
at 5-min interval to see the change of SSHA. In the second 
step, integrations have been done over a larger period (48 h) 
to see whether the baroclinic activity during tsunami, has 
left any surviving surface signature. The results of the first 
step are summarized in Figures 3-8. Other results will be 
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Figure 3. Results of simulations using TOAST are compared with SSHA 
after 110 min (coinciding with the pass from JASON altimeter). 
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Figure 4. Time variation of SSHA at (3.4°N, 86.9°E) nearly coinciding 
with JASON altimeter data. It is clearly noticed that the order of mag
nitude of SSHA and TOAST simulations are same. (Circles are the 
points of calculation of SSHA, continuous line is a guide to the eye). 
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reported in details elsewhere. Based on these simulation 
results, we make the following observations: 

1. The time of tsunami strike at the coastal region matches 
reasonably well with the reported information. 

2. Comparison with JASON altimeter data is quite good. 
3. The coastal surge estimated by the model is expectedly 

lower (compared to tide gauge data\ owing to poor 
representation of the bathymetry. The restriction of surge 
estimation at 15 m depth is artificially imposed due to 
uncertain bathymetric information in the territorial re
gions. 

4. A fine resolution model calculation using actual bathy
metric contours is possible and would be required in 
the actual case. 

5. The model captures substantial changes in all the 
three components of velocity fields. There is a differ-
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Figure 5. Time variation of SSHA (including surge at 15 m depth 
contour) near Sri Lanka coast. (Circles are the points of calculation of 
SSHA). 
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Figure 6. Time variation of SSHA (including surge at 15 m depth contour) 
near Sri Lanka coast. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of tide-gauge sea level observations (a) Vishakhapatnam and (b) Tuticorin with TOAST outputs 
at the corresponding locations (c and d respectively). Note that the TOAST output is able to reproduce time variation and 
the surge. However, the magnitude of surge by the model is underestimated with respect to tide-gauge measurements. The 
tide gauge measurements are from 25 December to 31 December whereas the TOAST output shown is from 00:53 UTC to 
06:53 UTC on 26 December. (The tide gauge data courtesy, NIO, Goas). 
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Figure 8. Velocity anomaly (u , v and w components) produced by tsunami. Solid line corres
ponds to surface and the dotted line corresponds to values at 100 m depth. The values are plotted at 
position (3.4°N, 86.9°E). It is apparent from the values that there is a net transport during the event. 
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ence in the velocity fields at surface and 100 m depth. 
This is a new result from the model. The shallow water 
equation tsunami models do not pick this signal. The 
presence of the signal implied that there could be a 
significant mass transport, which would also lead to 
changes in the thermodynamic structure of the ocean. 

Conclusion and potential application of the model 

The results show that TOAST configuration can provide an 
assessment of the surge built up in the coastal region in the 
extreme events. Though the model will require extensive 
testing to cater to the needs of storm surge calculations, 
the tsunami results lend a reasonable faith in the model. 
Apart from the results presented here, we can get the fol
lowing information from the TOAST model: 

• The speed of the inrushing water ashore for assess
ment of the coastal inundation potential. 

• The ocean-atmosphere coupling of the model (it is 
tested only for atmosphere to ocean coupling at present) in 
the reverse role of ocean feeding to atmospheric model 
will also provide a fine structured SST gradient ahead 
and in the wake of the cyclonic storm, where satellite 
data cannot provide any information in real time. This 
SST gradient is believed to improve significantly the 
intensity and the track prediction of the storm6

, leading 
to more accurate forecast of the landfall point. 

• The model integrates the wave model directly into the 
system, and therefore, automatically it includes high swell, 
which will arise in the wake of the cyclone and add to 
the overall storm surge at the coastal region. The inte
gration of wave model is a novel concept, which is only 
partly tested by ECMWF, UK in its atmospheric cir
culation simulations. 

• The model can also be used (and it has been demon
strated elsewhere7

•
8
), to specify the ocean state for impact 

analysis of the ocean input to the atmospheric circula
tions (e.g. seasonal variation in the monsoon) as well as 
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applications in the marine navigation, movement of pol
lutants, etc. 

• The model could be run a priori for various seismic 
possibilities to generate potential inundation scenarios, 
which could form the basis for forewarning/advisories. 
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